Abstract-It is shown that the capacity of the channel modeled by (a discretized version of) the stochastic nonlinear Schrödinger (NLS) equation is upper-bounded by logp1`SNRq with SNR " P0{σ 2 pzq, where P0 is the average input signal power and σ 2 pzq is the total noise power up to distance z. This implies that the capacity of this model of the single-user optical fiber channel is below the capacity of the corresponding additive white Gaussian noise channel. The result is a consequence of the fact that the deterministic NLS equation is a Hamiltonian energy-preserving dynamical system.
I. INTRODUCTION
Half a century after the introduction of the optical fiber, the problem of determining its capacity remains open. This holds even for the single-user point-to-point channel subject to a power and bandwidth constraint. There is also a lack of upper and useful lower bounds on capacity, particularly in the high power regime. The asymptotic, or approximate, capacities when power P Ñ 8 are also unknown.
Numerical simulations of the optical fiber channel with additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) seem to indicate that the data rates that can be achieved using current methods are below logp1`SNRq, the capacity of an AWGN channel with signal-to-noise ratio SNR. In this paper, we prove this conjecture, namely, we show that
where SNRpzq ∆ " P 0 {σ 2 pzq, in which P 0 is the average input signal power and σ 2 pzq is the total noise power up to the distance z. Here C is the capacity of the point-to-point channel per complex degree-of-freedom.
Motivated by the recent developments suggesting that the nonlinearity can be constructively taken into account in the design of the communication method to potentially address the capacity bottleneck problem in optical fiber [1] - [3] , it has been speculated that even data rates above logp1`SNRq may be achievable. While the nonlinearity can be exploited, as for instance in [1] - [6] , the upper bound (1) shows that it does not offer any gain in capacity relative to the linear channel. All one can hope for is to embrace nonlinearity in the communication design so that it does not penalize the capacity to zero at high powers. This is expected in the (closed) conservative system (2), which does not include any gain (amplification) mechanism.
Throughout this paper, lower and upper case letters represent, respectively, deterministic and random variables. Row vectors are denoted by underline, e.g.,Q n ∆ " pQ 1 ,¨¨¨, Q n q.
II. CONTINUOUS-TIME CHANNEL MODEL AND ITS DISCRETIZATION
Let Qpt, zq : RˆR`Þ Ñ C be a function of time t and space z. Signal propagation in optical fiber is described by the stochastic nonlinear Schrödinger (NLS) equation
Here W pt, zq is space-time white complex Gaussian noise with flat power spectral density σ 2 0 and bandlimited to r´B{2, B{2s, i.e.,
The space-time band-unlimited white noise has infinite power. In the temporal dimension, we cut it off by assuming that the noise is bandlimited. In the spatial dimension, note that, because of the space derivative B z on the left side of (2), a Wiener process in distance is added to the signal. As a result, the delta function δpz´z 1 q in (3) is integrated out in z, so that a finite noise is added to the signal at each point in distance.
We discretize the continuous-time model (2) by considering the partial differential equation (PDE) (2) with periodic boundary conditions Qpt`T, zq " Qpt, zq, @ t, z, where T is the signal period. Substituting the two-dimensional Fourier series (see the analysis in [7] )
into the NLS equation (2), we obtain
where δ lmnk ∆ " δpl`m´n´kq and
The bandwidth constraint B conflicts with the time constraint T , making the Fourier series (4) technically invalid. Enforcing the time constraint, and letting B Ñ 8, the delta function δ B pt´t 1 q in (3) tends to an exact delta function δpt´t 1 q. This implies that W k are uncorrelated Gaussian random variables in the frequency domain in the limit B Ñ 8, with
A more rigorous discretization in the presence of a bandwidth constraint is more delicate than the above procedure. The coupled stochastic ordinary differential equation (ODE) system (5) defines a discrete vector communication channel in the frequency domainQ n p0q Þ ÑQ m pzq. For notational convenience, we limit to positive frequencies so that vector indices start from one. We denote the action of the stochastic (finite-dimensional) ODE system (5) on input by S z , i.e., Q m pzq " S z pQ n p0qq, and the action of the deterministic system, whereW n " 0, by T z . The channel inputQ n p0q has an average power Pp0q ď P 0 , where
In this paper, we do not introduce filters into the model. Any potential filtering at the receiver (potentially due to spectral broadening) can only decrease the capacity, keeping the upper bound valid. As a result, we assume n " m. In the following, we study the capacity of the discretized channel S z (assuming that the dimension of the signal space is large, i.e., BT " 1), instead of the original continuous-time channel (2) . The upper bound (1) on the capacity of S z can indeed be obtained quite simply. The transformation T z is energypreserving, implying that the output power in S z is P 0`σ 2 pzq,
. Consequently, the output (differential) entropy rate is upper-bounded, from maximum entropy theorem, by C n`l ogpP 0`σ 2 pzqq, C n ∆ " logpπe{nq. For the conditional entropy, note that noise is added continuously along the link. The entropy power inequality (EPI) implies that the conditional entropy rate is not less than the (overall) noise entropy rate, i.e., hpQ n pzq|Q n p0qq ě C n`l ogpσ 2 pzqq. Combining these two results, C ď logp1`SNRq. In what follows, we establish these two steps.
The use of the EPI in bounding the conditional entropy rate is a key step in our proof. It is therefore worth elaborating on the EPI briefly, to see why entropy should increase at least by a constant amount, each time noise is added along the link. In Appendix A, we briefly review this interesting inequality.
III. UPPER BOUND

A. Upper Bound on the Output Entropy
Lemma 1 (Monotonicity of the Power in S z ). Let B be the common signal and noise (passband) bandwidth from input to output. The output average power in S z is
Proof: Since the signal and noise are commonly bandlimited to B, Q k and W k are supported in 1 ď k ď n for all z, n " B{f 0 . Taking the derivative with respect to z in (6), we have
where we used the fact that the term inside the parentheses is real-valued, since Ω lmnk "´Ω nklm . We now integrate (8) in distance. From (5), Q k pzq contains a term depending on W k plq, l ă z, and a Brownian motion term B k pzq "
The first term is independent of W k pzq; from the second term we get
z, where c.c. stands for complex conjugate. Summing over 1 ď k ď n, we obtain (7).
From (7), the output entropy rate can be upper bounded as follows:
where C is the covariance matrix ofQ n pzq.
Step paq is due to the maximum entropy theorem.
Step pbq follows from the Hadamard's inequality and monotonocity of the log function.
Steps pcq and pdq follow because log is, respectively, a concave and increasing function. We assumed that the input distribution has zero mean. This implies that the mean is zero for all z, so that (6) is valid. Note that, as expected, the upper bound on per-dimension entropy is independent of n, as a function of per-dimension power Ppzq{n.
B. Lower Bound on the Conditional Entropy
Lemma 2 (Volume Preservation in T z ). Let Ω " pℓ 2 , E, µq be a probability space, where
is the Lebesgue measure. Transformation T z , as a dynamical system on Ω, is measure-preserving. That is to say µpT´1 z pAqq " µpAq, @A P E.
Proof: We note that the deterministic ODE system (5) is Hamiltonian, i.e., it permits an alternative formulation
where dot represents B z , px k , y k q " pq k , qk q and the Hamiltonian function H is given by
The Liouville's theorem asserts that Hamiltonian systems preserve the Lebesgue measure [8] . This is indeed easy to
where we substituted (10) . It follows that T z is a volumepreserving transformation (in the sense of ergodic theory [9] ).
Lemma 3 (Entropy Preservation in T z ).
The flow of T z is entropy-preserving, i.e., hpT´1 z pQ n" hpQ n q.
Proof: From Lemma 2, T z is a measure-preserving transformation; therefore it has unit Jacobian, det J " 1, where J is the R 2nˆ2n Jacobian matrix (as a C nˆn matrix, there would be a factor 2 in front of the log below). Since T z is also invertible hpT´1 z pQ n" hpQ n q`log | det J| " hpQ n q.
In the special case of the NLS channel (2), the dispersion and nonlinear parts of the transformation can be solved in simple forms. In such examples, it might be possible to directly check that the flow of the equation has unit Jacobian. Note that the dispersion operator, being a unitary transformation, has unit Jacobian. One can also verify that the nonlinear part of the NLS equation (2) has unit Jacobian too. Consider y " x exppjf p|x|qq, x, y P C,
for any differentiable function f pxq. In (2), f pxq " zx 2 , x " qpt, 0q and y " qpt, zq. Linearizing at x " 0, dy " dx. More formally, in polar coordinates
where pr, φq and pR, Φq are coordinates of x and y, respectively. Clearly, det J " 1 (which can be seen is the same in the Cartesian coordinates because |y| " |x|). Since the transformation from the NLS equation (2) in the time domain to the ODE system (5) in the discrete frequency domain is also unitary and unit Jacobian, T z has unit Jacobian. Finally, it is also possible to check that T z is entropypreserving using the elementary properties of the entropy. It is obvious that the dispersion operator is entropy-preserving. In the continuous model (2), the nonlinear transformation in each time sample is given by (11) . Using the chain rule for entropy hpR, Φq " hpRq`h`ΦˇˇR" hprq`h´φ`f prqˇˇr" hprq`h`φˇˇr" hpr, φq.
The corresponding equality in the Cartesian coordinate system also holds, since changing to real and imaginary coordinates shifts the entropy by E log | det J| " E log R " E log r, thus hpR exppjΦqq " hpr exppjφqq. The result also holds for the vector version of (11) as well. Because Fourier transform is entropy-preserving, T z representing the deterministic ODE system (5) is entropy-preserving. The last two approaches, however, depend on details of the example at hand. For some equations the nonlinear part cannot be simply solved like (11) . For instance, the nonlinear part of the Korteweg de-Vries (KdV) equation is Burger's equation, which is not easily solvable as in (11) , so as to examine entropy preservation directly. However, it is quite easy to show that the KdV equation, and indeed a large number of evolution equations, are Hamiltonian. Likewise, T z cannot simply be solved; its influence on entropy is examined indirectly via (2).
Lemma 4 (Monotonocity of the Entropy in S z ).
The conditional entropy rate in S z is lower-bounded by the noise entropy rate, i.e., 1 n hpS zQ n |Q n q ě C n`l og σ 2 pzq.
Proof: In a small interval ∆z in (5)
S z`∆z pQ n q " T ∆z pS z pQ n qq`W n pzq ? ∆z.
The entropy power inequality states that the entropy power of the sum of two independent random variables is not less than the sum of individual entropy powers
where the last step follows because, from Lemma 3, T z is entropy-preserving andW n is Gaussian. GivenQ n p0q " q n p0q, we integrate in z to obtain
It follows that 1 n hpQ n pzq|Q n p0qq ě C n`l ogpσ 2 pzqq.
Combining (9) and (13), we bound the mutual information
Noting that the right hand side is independent of the input distribution, we obtain the upper bound (1). The upper bound (1) is indeed quite simple. In this paper, we discussed it in the context of a general Hamiltonian evolutionary channel. It also holds for a concatenation of energy-and entropy-preserving systems with additive white Gaussian noise. One could also afford (conditional) entropy loss (but not gain). The paper is written mostly to bring clarity to current literature. A more thorough treatment of the bandwidth in the NLS equation is left for future work.
A different account of the upper bound (1) is given in [13] using the split-step Fourier method.
IV. CONCLUSION
It is shown that the capacity of the point-to-point optical fiber channel, modeled via the lossless stochastic nonlinear Schrödinger equation (2), and subject to a power and bandwidth constraint, is upper-bounded by logp1`SNRq. This shows that data rates in the literature that appear above the Shannon limit for the AWGN channel must stem from numerical errors or analytical assumptions. Consider n " 1. We are looking for an inequality involving the convolution f X pxq˙f Y pyq. The well-known Young's inequality in L p spaces states that
where 1{p`1{q " 1{a`1 (p, q, a ě 1) . When p, q ‰ 1, the equality holds if and only if f X pxq and f Y pyq are Gaussian. On the other hand, entropy and norm of a probability density f X pxq are related via hpXq "´B a log f X pxq a a at a " 1. However differentiating both sides of an inequality does not preserve the sense of the inequality. Nevertheless, using L'Hôpital's rule we can convert differentiation to a limit
Setting, e.g., p " q " 2a{pa`1q in (17) and taking log of both sides at a " 1, we obtain the EPI. The case n ą 1 is obtained by replacing entropy with entropy rate (and using a version of (17) in R n to find conditions of equality). The equality in (16) results from the equality in (17).
The EPI, in a sense, is the derivative of the Young's inequality. The important factor 2 in the exponent comes from p 1 paq " q 1 paq " 1{2 at a " 1. Several remarks are in order now.
a) Bound on conditional discrete entropy: Let A and B be finite discrete sets (alphabets). Since not all elements of A`B are distinct, we have the sumset inequality
where µ denotes set cardinality. This in turn gives
where X and Y are independent discrete random variables taking values, respectively, in alphabets A and B, and H is discrete entropy. For uniform random variables (19) is just the sumset inequality (18), while an arbitrary distribution can (almost) be converted to a uniform one via the asymptotic equipartition theorem [10] . The inequality (19) reflects the fact that the sum of independent discrete random variables typically does not tend to a uniform random variable (maximum entropy). In fact, in a sense, X`Y is "less uniform" than X and Y . In sharp contrast, the (normalized) sum of independent continuous random variables tends to a Gaussian random variable (maximum entropy)-however, the increase in randomness is measured in entropy power, not the entropy itself. The inequality (19) seems to indicate that as noise is added along the optical fiber, the conditional entropy of the signal does not increase. Two distinct pairs pq 
potentially "less random", so to speak. This is, however, true only in a discrete-state model in whichq n is quantized in a finite set. It follows that, the entropy bounds in this paper may not be valid in discrete-state models, due to important differences between the differential and discrete entropies. This difference stems from the properties of the cardinality (volume) in discrete (continuous) sets.
b) Growth of the effective variance in evolution: For a Gaussian random variable with variance σ 2 , σ 2 e pXq " σ 2 . Thus one may think of σ 2 e pXq as the effective variance of X or squared radius of the support of X (hence the notation). A family of fascinating metric inequalities analogous to (16) exist in geometry and analysis, where the squared radius (15) is defined differently [11] . Notably, in one of its facets, the Brunn-Minkowski inequality (BMI) for compact regions A, B Ă R n states
where µ is the Lebesgue measure (volume). The BMI looks like the EPI with σ .
The restricted BMI states that, if µpΩq ě p1´δqµpAqµpBq for some δ ą 0, then (20) holds but with exponent 2{n [12, Theorem 1.2, with large n]. Furthermore, the restricted BMI is sharp, regardless of how close Ω is to AˆB (δ Ñ 0). That is to say, even a small uncertainty in the size of AˆB would increase the exponent in the BMI by a factor two. The inequality is best seen for Gaussian random variables where typical sets can be imagined as spherical shells [12] . Applying the restricted BMI to A The output typical set A m ǫ pQ n q is covered in the sphere S 2nm p0, a mpP 0`σ 2 pzqq. For a particular input sequencē q n , as the typical set of the signal and noise are overlapped in the optical link, the resulting region can be packed by a sphere S 2nm pq n c , a mσ 2 pzqq centered at someq n c . The capacity sphere-packing interpretation gives (1) .
Inequalities in the family that (16) and (20) belong to appear intimately connected. However, it is also hard to deduce them all from one master inequality (with reasonable work), due to important differences among them. There is substantial work on this type of inequality; see [11] and references in [10] . Note that Young's and entropy power inequalities can be proved without using convexity. Nevertheless, σ 2 e pXq is concave in X.
